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The internal alteration of an office Floor has created 70 to 80 places for working. The goal was to
create a large variety of working environments that would match the activities and atmosphere on
the office. The employees don’t have their own working space but use the space that match their
work at the time they need it. Spaces we designed are concentration rooms, temporary meeting
rooms, standard working space, lounge working spots etc.
The exceptional areas are connected by a constructed element in a recognizable color. This architectural
object gives the space an informal character and is made out of natural material. In the
design we also integrated a green garden which we had designed by an artist.
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The vision of office space is constantly moving.
Fixed workplaces are increasingly disappearing
and give way to action-oriented, flexible
workplaces. Even in government is blowing a
fresh wind, which accommodate the new way
of working. The tax formulates the change from
fixed to flexible working as: organization-oriented
housing. This new way of office accommodation
saves the government approximately 30% office
space, because part-timers, itinerant workers,
leave and home working that in a typical office
about 50% of workstations remains unoccupied!
Besides economic reasons to pursue the tax
authorities’ commitment and inspiration “of
(preferably young) employees.
The average age of employees in the tax is
now 49 years. Activity-based work promotes
also communication on the workplace. It fits
a less hierarchical organization and there is a
greaterknowledge exchanged. There is more space for (informal) meetings and people can
feel at home and at work. Furthermore, this type of housing accommodate a specific way
of working, which reflects the identity of the organization.
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